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Power Responsive  
Snapshot on how might we judge ‘success’ for 
demand side flexibility in GB electricity markets 
 
This snapshot reflects a wide-ranging and informal discussion by the Power Responsive steering 
group on what success might look like by the early 2020’s for demand side flexibility in GB electricity 
markets and how success might in due course be judged. The discussion touched on three questions: 
how best to gauge success; what main outcomes are desirable; what approaches might be taken to 
encourage demand side flexibility and ‘market-making’ - in the first instance in the balancing markets 
(but not just) e.g. product-led tenders or market-led signals; separate markets to nurture demand side 
provision or a predominantly market-led approach to the transition.  

This snapshot has been produced by Sustainability First based on the steering group discussion on 1 
November 2016. It should not be taken as advice or guidance on the part of National Grid or 
Sustainability First about involvement or investment in demand side markets.  
 

What does ‘success’ look like? 

There is a broad consensus about the direction of travel for demand side flexibility: it is likely to play 
an ever more important role as we transition to a low carbon electricity system. Nevertheless, we do 
not currently know what eventual success might look like in practice. Success will look different to 
different market actors, policy makers and customers. And a future view of the electricity system 
overall remains uncertain. 

In July 2015, National Grid indicated an aspiration of 30-50% balancing capability from demand side 
sources by 2020. Some participants thought it helpful to articulate this goal. Others felt it important for 
any such goal to result in a low carbon electricity system that is cost efficient overall, including for the 
end-customer. The trajectory towards achieving such a goal would also be relevant to cost-efficiency. 

Some questions arose in discussion about the possible characteristics of demand side success: how 
far can success simply be judged in terms of ‘up-take’ of demand side flexibility? For example, 
measured in the amount of demand side flexibility trading in different market segments and / or its 
contribution to procured services?  How far is success also about developing products that are 
‘investment-friendly’, both for customers and for demand side providers; developing customer pull and 
engaging customers through propositions that are simple, reliable, bankable, stackable – investable 
internally or via third parties?  

Ultimately, it was felt that GB demand side flexibility markets must deliver a more effective system 
overall, at least cost to consumers – rather than promote demand side sources of flexibility in isolation. 
So, greater clarity is needed on what the total system benefit and saving from demand side flexibility 
could be, and over what period, how to judge what size of demand side flexibility market is ‘big 
enough’ and not ‘too big’?, or, will the market eventually decide? 

The differences between success for GB demand side flexibility markets and success for the Power 
Responsive work programme were also noted. In Year 1, the Power Responsive focus had been on 
raising awareness and market making – bringing actors together to see the potential for demand side 
flexibility markets with end-customers. In Year 2, Power Responsive needs to maintain a focus on 
awareness, but also consider the products – and demonstrate simplification and value to customers. 
For example, making and demonstrating changes to balancing products to enable participation. In this 
sense, success might mean fewer balancing products and not more.  

It was concluded that in order to achieve success for demand side flexibility participation, the 
attractiveness of the “proposition” (ie product/market) for business customers remains critical, and this 
led to discussion on some of the challenges around the proposition as it stands today. 
 

Challenges faced today 

At the same time we seek to grow demand side flexibility markets, changes are being considered 
which may radically change the current investment environment. In particular, current reviews of 
distribution and transmission network charging arrangements and embedded benefits. In discussion, 
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some felt that it was vital to tackle these reviews in a holistic way. Ofgem understands this point but 
also seeks a manageable and incremental approach.  

Two immediate concerns were noted in discussion. Changes from April 2017 to the current approach 
to cost-allocation in the distribution charging methodology will significantly reduce current peak/off-
peak differentials in DUOS charges (red / green periods) (DCP228). In turn, this may reduce customer 
incentives to avoid power off-take at distribution peak, even though some business customers may 
have invested in demand side equipment, anticipating that the peak/off-peak price differential in 
distribution charges would persist. Concern was also expressed about potential changes to Triads. 
Today Triads offer a ‘soft entry’ point for business customers, before possibly moving to procured 
balancing services and the capacity market. Any changes to Triads could significantly impact the 
current business customer ‘path-way’ to offering their demand side flexibility. In addition, the flexibility 
customers provide at system peak through Triad avoidance would continue to have a value for the 
system operator and possibly for distribution networks, so this value might potentially shift into 
contracted markets. 

Demand side flexibility is currently a difficult sell, particularly when returns are relatively low. 
Customers currently do not necessarily perceive either a short- or medium-term return on their 
demand side investment. Some suggested longer term contracts might help (like Enhanced 
Frequency Response; 4 year contract length), but this could arguably shift risk to customers. Others 
felt that confidence was more about track record (like Short Term Operating Reserve) or more 
frequent, reliable tenders. Businesses may start to find it easier to invest in electricity storage and 
onsite generation rather than unlocking load-shifting demand side response. 

The suite of demand side flexibility products is too complex even for large and engaged business 
customers. It is now well understood that products need to be simplified. In practice there are only 
three basic products – reserve, frequency and capacity. But at present, each product has been 
adapted multiple times to meet system needs and also to accommodate demand side participants. So 
the landscape has become ever more complex.  

Historically, balancing products were based on the capabilities of large conventional generation.  But 
now there was merit in both streamlining the products, and also ensuring that they are suitable for 
demand side providers. For example, unlike a power station, the capacity offered by a demand side 
provider may grow incrementally over time. Currently such growth is not easily accommodated; the 
provider might have to bid for separate additional contracts. But products could be adapted to take 
such developments into account. 

It remains very hard for end-customers to know which products are best for them and how they can 
stack benefits. They feel the need to work with aggregators, but do not necessarily know how to judge 
between aggregators or feel confident in the overall ‘sell’. The Association for Decentralised Energy is 
currently working on a code of conduct for demand side aggregators to help address this. 
 

Transitioning to a future world 

In discussion it was noted that today the electricity system could fairly readily be managed and 
potentially balanced more cheaply by using conventional sources. But given the widespread 
consensus that demand side flexibility will be a critical resource in the future, how do we make a 
transition? Do we foster demand side flexibility today to prepare for the future, or do we wait for market 
signals to drive demand side activity? What are the main barriers today to accessing a cheaper long-
term solution, over potentially more convenient/attractive solutions today? 

We are currently somewhere in the middle, with contracted markets for the demand side as well as 
attempts to drive stronger market led signals. Is this sustainable or do we need to make choices for 
the transition? Potentially it is possible to agree some guiding principles.  

Our previous snapshot on ‘flexibility market evolution’ included the following principles: simple; market 
based; technology neutral; level playing field - accessible to all parties; joined-up and sufficiently co-
ordinated; incremental change; centred on the customer; and agile to accommodate ‘disruptors’. 

But even these need to be unpacked. For example can ‘technology neutral’ deliver the long-term 
flexibility outcomes the electricity system may either want or need long-term? For example, in the 
short term, current capacity market rules have led to merchant diesel peaking plant over alternatives. 
Is there a way of ensuring participation of a diversity of technologies? What does a ‘level playing field’ 
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mean in practice? 

There is a spectrum of options for what a future market might look like from procurement (e.g. System 
architect) to an open platform/market like PJM. There is also a question as to the relative roles of 
Distribution Network Operators, moving to Distribution System Operators and the System Operator. 
The BEIS & Ofgem call for evidence will explore some of these matters further – and the proposed 
route-map in 2017 will be helpful. 
 

Next steps – assessing progress? 

Although it is challenging to try to develop a picture of success, it is helpful to understand the 
perspectives of different actors and move toward a shared aspiration. It was agreed that the initial 
work of Power Responsive to develop metrics for demand side flexibility through the Annual Report to 
Customers is valuable and should be developed further in the future. In particular, responding to some 
of the gaps in our current data and understanding. Developing these metrics will inform a continuing 
discussion on how success for demand side flexibility in GB electricity markets will be judged. 


